CALI vinyl select XL Dover Beach
CALI cork Brisa

Feel-Good Flooring
No trees were harmed in the making of this floor. Cork is naturally renewable and simply trimmed from the
bark of the cork oak tree which then regenerates. The cork in this flooring is also recycled, demonstrating
the material’s ability to be processed over and over for different uses. Of course, eco-friendliness only
counts for so much in a busy home. That’s why planks in this collection are topped with a high resistance
finish, shielding them from pets, kids, and life in general. Enjoy quieter rooms, more comfort underfoot, and
the knowledge you’re flooring your home with the planet in mind.

Available Colors

Pura

El Natural

Brisa

Classico

CALI cork Classico

Cool, Quiet, and Cushioned

Construction

Engineered Eco-Cork with HDF Core

Cork is a natural temperature and
sound insulator. That means rooms
stay warmer in the winter, cooler
in the summer, and quieter all year
round. Cork also absorbs impacts,
making for happy feet and joints.

Milling

Rapid Click-Lock - Valinge 2G

Grain

Natural Textures & Traditional Patterns

Plank Dimensions

11-5/8" x 35-5/8" x 10.5mm

Wear Layer

High Resistance Finish

Attached Pad

2.6mm Agglomerated Cork + Veneer

Next Level Cork

Installation Method

Float

The cork in both the top beauty
layer and built-in underlayment
of these planks is naturally water
resistant. Floors are also shielded
by a high resistance finish for extra
scratch protection and easier
cleanups.

Sound Rating (with CALI
Complete with Drop Ceiling)

STC: 61, IIC: 62

Indoor Air Quality

CARB II & EPA TSCA Title VI
Compliant for Formaldehyde, Prop
65 Compliant, Test Results Available
Upon Request

Radiant Heat Compatible

Yes (Up to 82°F)

Weight (lbs.)

39.6

Healthy Home, Healthy Planet

LEED Points

MR3.2, MR6.0, MR4.4, EQ4.4, ID1.0-1.4

Not only is cork a sustainable
flooring choice, it’s antimicrobial,
making for cleaner, safer homes.

Application

Residential, Commercial

eco-friendly

For the most up-to-date specification information,
please visit www.CaliFloors.com

easy installation

pet-friendly

